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Architect enterprise-grade, Microservice-based solutions using Microsoft Azure
Service Fabric. About This Book Explore architectural patterns for building
modern day Microservice-based systems Learn about Microsoft Service Fabric
as a platform to host distributed Microservices Discover multiple options for
hosting Microservices on heterogeneous, cross-platform environments Learn to
configure Azure Service Fabric clusters for enterprise-grade service deployments
Who This Book Is For The book is aimed at IT architects, system administrators,
and DevOps engineers who have a basic knowledge of the Microsoft Azure
platform and are working on, or are curious about, the concepts of Microservices
and Microservice architecture. What You Will Learn Understand the basics of
Microservices and how Microsoft Azure fits into the equation Master Azure
Service Fabric architecture and services Explore Azure Service Fabric
application programming models Comprehensive study of various architecture
patterns for building enterprise-grade Microservices Manage and deploy
Microservices on Azure Service Fabric An insight into the future of Microservices
with containers and serverless computing In Detail Microsoft Azure is rapidly
evolving and is widely used as a platform on which you can build Microservices
that can be deployed on-premise and on-cloud heterogeneous environments
through Microsoft Azure Service Fabric. This book will help you understand the
concepts of Microservice application architecture and build highly maintainable
and scalable enterprise-grade applications using the various services in Microsoft
Azure Service Fabric. We will begin by understanding the intricacies of the
Microservices architecture and its advantages over the monolithic architecture
and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) principles. We will present various
scenarios where Microservices should be used and walk you through the
architectures of Microservice-based applications. Next, you will take an in-depth
look at Microsoft Azure Service Fabric, which is the best–in-class platform for
building Microservices. You will explore how to develop and deploy sample
applications on Microsoft Azure Service Fabric to gain a thorough understanding
of it. Building Microservice-based application is complicated. Therefore, we will
take you through several design patterns that solve the various challenges
associated with realizing the Microservices architecture in enterprise applications.
Each pattern will be clearly illustrated with examples that you can keep referring
to when designing applications. Finally, you will be introduced to advanced topics
such as Serverless computing and DevOps using Service Fabric, to help you
undertake your next venture with confidence. Style and approach This book
introduces its readers to the concept of Microservices and Microsoft Azure
Service Fabric as a distributed platform to host enterprise-grade Microservices. It
then addresses common architectural challenges associated with the
Microservice architecture, using proven architectural patterns.
Updated to cover Docker version 1.10 Docker is quickly changing the way that
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organizations are deploying software at scale. But understanding how Linux
containers fit into your workflow—and getting the integration details right—are not
trivial tasks. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how to use Docker to package
your applications with all of their dependencies, and then test, ship, scale, and
support your containers in production. Two Lead Site Reliability Engineers at
New Relic share much of what they have learned from using Docker in
production since shortly after its initial release. Their goal is to help you reap the
benefits of this technology while avoiding the many setbacks they experienced.
Learn how Docker simplifies dependency management and deployment workflow
for your applications Start working with Docker images, containers, and
command line tools Use practical techniques to deploy and test Docker-based
Linux containers in production Debug containers by understanding their
composition and internal processes Deploy production containers at scale inside
your data center or cloud environment Explore advanced Docker topics, including
deployment tools, networking, orchestration, security, and configuration
Docker is rapidly changing the way organizations deploy software at scale.
However, understanding how Linux containers fit into your workflow—and getting
the integration details right—is not a trivial task. With the updated edition of this
practical guide, you’ll learn how to use Docker to package your applications with
all of their dependencies and then test, ship, scale, and support your containers
in production. This edition includes significant updates to the examples and
explanations that reflect the substantial changes that have occurred over the past
couple of years. Sean Kane and Karl Matthias have added a complete chapter on
Docker Compose, deeper coverage of Docker Swarm mode, introductions to
both Kubernetes and AWS Fargate, examples on how to optimize your Docker
images, and much more. Learn how Docker simplifies dependency management
and deployment workflow for your applications Start working with Docker images,
containers, and command line tools Use practical techniques to deploy and test
Docker containers in production Debug containers by understanding their
composition and internal processes Deploy production containers at scale inside
your data center or cloud environment Explore advanced Docker topics, including
deployment tools, networking, orchestration, security, and configuration
Learn how to schedule and run application containers using Kubernetes. About
This Book Get well-versed with the fundamentals of Kubernetes and get it
production-ready for deployments Confidently manage your container clusters
and networks using Kubernetes This practical guide will show you container
application examples throughout to illustrate the concepts and features of
Kubernetes Who This Book Is For This book is for developers, sys admins, and
DevOps engineers who want to automate the deployment process and scale their
applications. You do not need any knowledge about Kubernetes. What You Will
Learn Download, install, and configure the Kubernetes codebase Understand the
core concepts of a Kubernetes cluster Be able to set up and access monitoring
and logging for Kubernetes clusters Set up external access to applications
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running in the cluster Understand how CoreOS and Kubernetes can help you
achieve greater performance and container implementation agility Run multiple
clusters and manage from a single control plane Explore container security as
well as securing Kubernetes clusters Work with third-party extensions and tools
In Detail Kubernetes has continued to grow and achieve broad adoption across
various industries, helping you to orchestrate and automate container
deployments on a massive scale. This book will give you a complete
understanding of Kubernetes and how to get a cluster up and running. You will
develop an understanding of the installation and configuration process. The book
will then focus on the core Kubernetes constructs such as pods, services, replica
sets, replication controllers, and labels. You will also understand how cluster level
networking is done in Kubernetes. The book will also show you how to manage
deployments and perform updates with minimal downtime. Additionally, you will
learn about operational aspects of Kubernetes such as monitoring and logging.
Advanced concepts such as container security and cluster federation will also be
covered. Finally, you will learn about the wider Kubernetes ecosystem with OCP,
CoreOS, and Tectonic and explore the third-party extensions and tools that can
be used with Kubernetes. By the end of the book, you will have a complete
understanding of the Kubernetes platform and will start deploying applications on
it. Style and approach This straightforward guide will help you understand how to
move your container applications into production through best practices and a
step-by-step walkthrough tied to real-world operational strategies.
Become a proficient Linux administrator by learning the art of container
networking with elevated efficiency using DockerAbout This Book• Set up,
configure, and monitor a virtual network of containers using a bridge network and
virtual switches• Master the skill of networking Docker Containers using
frameworks such as Kubernetes, Docker Swarm, and Mesosphere• Acquire
hands-on experience through practical examples of Docker networking spanning
multiple containers, over multiple hosts, clubbed with various frameworks Who
This Book Is ForIf you are a Linux administrator who wants to learn networking
using Docker to ensure the efficient administration of core elements and
applications, then this book is for you. Basic knowledge of LXC/Docker is
assumed.What You Will Learn• Get to know the basics of networking and see
how Docker networking works• Expose the strengths and weaknesses of the
current Docker network implementation and third party landscape• Understand
Docker networking spanning multiple containers over multiple hosts through
practical examples• Observe the pitfalls of Docker networking and how to
overcome them• Learn how Docker networking works for Docker Swarm and
Kubernetes• Configure Networking using Docker's container network model
(CNM)• Explore OpenvSwitch to connect containIn DetailDocker is a Linux
container implementation that enables the creation of light weight portable
development and production environments. These environments can be updated
incrementally. Docker achieves this by leveraging containment principles like
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cgroups and Linux namespaces along with Overlay filesystem based portable
images. Docker provides the networking primitives that allow administrators to
specify how different containers network with each application and connect each
of its components, then distribute them across a large number of servers and
ensure coordination between them irrespective of the host or VM they are
running in.This book will show you how to create, deploy, and manage a virtual
network for connecting containers spanning single or multiple hosts.Style and
approachThis step-by-step guide covers the fundamentals relating to typical
applications with a practical approach. There is a focus on providing the practical
skills required to develop applications, with a summary of the key concepts where
necessary.
Deploy, configure, and run clusters of Docker containers with Swarm About This Book Get to
grips with Docker Swarm, one of the key components of the Docker ecosystem. Optimize
Swarm and SwarmKit features for scaling massive applications through containers. Learn
about Docker's scheduling tricks, high availability, security, and platform scalability. Who This
Book Is For If you are a Linux admin or a Docker user who wants to natively manage Docker
clusters, then this is the book for you. What You Will Learn Create and manage Swarm Mode
clusters of any size Get a backstage view of the biggest Swarms ever built : Swarm2k and
Swarm3k, with their 2,300 and 4,700 nodes Discovery mechanisms and Raft Deploy your
containerized app on Swarm Administer Swarm clusters on AWS, Azure, and DigitalOcean
Integrate Flocker volumes with Swarm Create and manage Swarms on OpenStack Magnum In
Detail Docker Swarm serves as one of the crucial components of the Docker ecosystem and
offers a native solution for you to orchestrate containers. It's turning out to be one of the
preferred choices for Docker clustering thanks to its recent improvements. This book covers
Swarm, Swarm Mode, and SwarmKit. It gives you a guided tour on how Swarm works and how
to work with Swarm. It describes how to set up local test installations and then moves to huge
distributed infrastructures. You will be shown how Swarm works internally, what's new in
Swarmkit, how to automate big Swarm deployments, and how to configure and operate a
Swarm cluster on the public and private cloud. This book will teach you how to meet the
challenge of deploying massive production-ready applications and a huge number of
containers on Swarm. You'll also cover advanced topics that include volumes, scheduling, a
Libnetwork deep dive, security, and platform scalability. Style and approach A comprehensive
guide that covers all aspects of Docker Swarm from setup to customization.
In the past few years, going cloud native has been a big advantage for many companies. But
it’s a tough technique to get right, especially for enterprises with critical legacy systems. This
practical hands-on guide examines effective architecture, design, and cultural patterns to help
you transform your organization into a cloud native enterprise—whether you’re moving from
older architectures or creating new systems from scratch. By following Wealth Grid, a fictional
company, you’ll understand the challenges, dilemmas, and considerations that accompany a
move to the cloud. Technical managers and architects will learn best practices for taking on a
successful company-wide transformation. Cloud migration consultants Pini Reznik, Jamie
Dobson, and Michelle Gienow draw patterns from the growing community of expert
practitioners and enterprises that have successfully built cloud native systems. You’ll learn
what works and what doesn’t when adopting cloud native—including how this transition affects
not just your technology but also your organizational structure and processes. You’ll learn:
What cloud native means and why enterprises are so interested in it Common barriers and
pitfalls that have affected other companies (and how to avoid them) Context-specific patterns
for a successful cloud native transformation How to implement a safe, evolutionary cloud
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native approach How companies addressed root causes and misunderstandings that hindered
their progress Case studies from real-world companies that have succeeded with cloud native
transformations
The first textbook to teach students how to build data analytic solutions on large data sets
using cloud-based technologies. This is the first textbook to teach students how to build data
analytic solutions on large data sets (specifically in Internet of Things applications) using cloudbased technologies for data storage, transmission and mashup, and AI techniques to analyze
this data. This textbook is designed to train college students to master modern cloud
computing systems in operating principles, architecture design, machine learning algorithms,
programming models and software tools for big data mining, analytics, and cognitive
applications. The book will be suitable for use in one-semester computer science or electrical
engineering courses on cloud computing, machine learning, cloud programming, cognitive
computing, or big data science. The book will also be very useful as a reference for
professionals who want to work in cloud computing and data science. Cloud and Cognitive
Computing begins with two introductory chapters on fundamentals of cloud computing, data
science, and adaptive computing that lay the foundation for the rest of the book. Subsequent
chapters cover topics including cloud architecture, mashup services, virtual machines, Docker
containers, mobile clouds, IoT and AI, inter-cloud mashups, and cloud performance and
benchmarks, with a focus on Google's Brain Project, DeepMind, and X-Lab programs, IBKai
HwangM SyNapse, Bluemix programs, cognitive initiatives, and neurocomputers. The book
then covers machine learning algorithms and cloud programming software tools and
application development, applying the tools in machine learning, social media, deep learning,
and cognitive applications. All cloud systems are illustrated with big data and cognitive
application examples.
Emerging developments in cloud computing have created novel opportunities and applications
for businesses. These innovations not only have organizational benefits, but can be
advantageous for green enterprises as well. Cloud Computing Technologies for Green
Enterprises is a pivotal reference source for the latest scholarly research on the
advancements, benefits, and challenges of cloud computing for green enterprise endeavors.
Highlighting pertinent topics such as resource allocation, energy efficiency, and mobile
computing, this book is a premier resource for academics, researchers, students,
professionals, and managers interested in novel trends in cloud computing applications.
The definitive guide to successfully integrating social, mobile, Big-Data analytics, cloud and IoT
principles and technologies The main goal of this book is to spur the development of effective
big-data computing operations on smart clouds that are fully supported by IoT sensing,
machine learning and analytics systems. To that end, the authors draw upon their original
research and proven track record in the field to describe a practical approach integrating bigdata theories, cloud design principles, Internet of Things (IoT) sensing, machine learning, data
analytics and Hadoop and Spark programming. Part 1 focuses on data science, the roles of
clouds and IoT devices and frameworks for big-data computing. Big data analytics and
cognitive machine learning, as well as cloud architecture, IoT and cognitive systems are
explored, and mobile cloud-IoT-interaction frameworks are illustrated with concrete system
design examples. Part 2 is devoted to the principles of and algorithms for machine learning,
data analytics and deep learning in big data applications. Part 3 concentrates on cloud
programming software libraries from MapReduce to Hadoop, Spark and TensorFlow and
describes business, educational, healthcare and social media applications for those tools. The
first book describing a practical approach to integrating social, mobile, analytics, cloud and IoT
(SMACT) principles and technologies Covers theory and computing techniques and
technologies, making it suitable for use in both computer science and electrical engineering
programs Offers an extremely well-informed vision of future intelligent and cognitive computing
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environments integrating SMACT technologies Fully illustrated throughout with examples,
figures and approximately 150 problems to support and reinforce learning Features a
companion website with an instructor manual and PowerPoint slides
www.wiley.com/go/hwangIOT Big-Data Analytics for Cloud, IoT and Cognitive Computing
satisfies the demand among university faculty and students for cutting-edge information on
emerging intelligent and cognitive computing systems and technologies. Professionals working
in data science, cloud computing and IoT applications will also find this book to be an
extremely useful working resource.

This book presents the state of the art in High Performance Computing on
modern supercomputer architectures. It addresses trends in hardware and
software development in general. The contributions cover a broad range of
topics, from performance evaluations in context with power efficiency to
Computational Fluid Dynamics and High Performance Data Analytics. In addition,
they explore new topics like the use of High Performance Computers in the field
of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. All contributions are based on
selected papers presented at the 30th Workshop on Sustained Simulation
Performance (WSSP) held at the High Performance Computing Center,
University of Stuttgart, Germany in October 2019 and on the papers for the
planned Workshop on Sustained Simulation Performance in March 2020, which
could not take place due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Docker: Up & RunningShipping Reliable Containers in ProductionO'Reilly Media
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th D-A-CH Conference on
Energy Informatics, D-A-CH EI 2015, held in Karlsruhe, Germany, in November
2015.The 18 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 36 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on distributed
energy sources and storage, smart meters and monitoring, research lab
infrastructures, electric mobility, communication and security, and modeling and
simulation.
??????????????????????????,?????????????,???????????????????????????,??
?????????????
Transit from monolithic architectures to highly available, scalable, and faulttolerant microservices About This Book Build your own applications based on
event-driven microservices and set them up on a production server. Successfully
transform any monolithic application into a microservice. Monitor the health of
your application, prevent downtime, and reduce costs. Who This Book Is For
PHP developers who want to build scalable, highly available, and secure
applications will find this book useful. No knowledge of microservices is
assumed. What You Will Learn Set up a development environment using the
right strategies and tools. Learn about application design and structure to start
implementing your application. Transform a monolithic application into
microservices. Explore the best way to start implementing your application using
testing. Understand how to monitor your microservices, handle errors, and debug
the application. Deploy your finished application into a production environment
and learn how to solve common problems. Know how to scale your application
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based on microservices once it is up–and-running. In Detail The world is moving
away from bulky, unreliable, and high-maintenance PHP applications, to small,
easy-to-maintain and highly available microservices and the pressing need is for
PHP developers to understand the criticalities in building effective microservices
that scale at large. This book will be a reliable resource, and one that will help
you to develop your skills and teach you techniques for building reliable
microservices in PHP. The book begins with an introduction to the world of
microservices, and quickly shows you how to set up a development environment
and build a basic platform using Docker and Vagrant. You will then get into the
different design aspects to be considered while building microservices in your
favorite framework and you will explore topics such as testing, securing, and
deploying microservices. You will also understand how to migrate a monolithic
application to the microservice architecture while keeping scalability and best
practices in mind. Furthermore you will get into a few important DevOps
techniques that will help you progress on to more complex domains such as
native cloud development, as well as some interesting design patterns. By the
end of this book you will be able to develop applications based on microservices
in an organized and efficient way. You will also gain the knowledge to transform
any monolithic applications into microservices. Style and approach Filled with
code that you can start typing straightaway, this book will take you through
building, testing, securing, and deploying microservices in the most practical way
possible. The focus of the book is more inclined towards showing you how it's
done, rather than with what to do, although you will get a good idea of those tools
most widely used to build microservices.
A guide to cloud computing for students, scientists, and engineers, with advice
and many hands-on examples. The emergence of powerful, always-on cloud
utilities has transformed how consumers interact with information technology,
enabling video streaming, intelligent personal assistants, and the sharing of
content. Businesses, too, have benefited from the cloud, outsourcing much of
their information technology to cloud services. Science, however, has not fully
exploited the advantages of the cloud. Could scientific discovery be accelerated if
mundane chores were automated and outsourced to the cloud? Leading
computer scientists Ian Foster and Dennis Gannon argue that it can, and in this
book offer a guide to cloud computing for students, scientists, and engineers,
with advice and many hands-on examples. The book surveys the technology that
underpins the cloud, new approaches to technical problems enabled by the
cloud, and the concepts required to integrate cloud services into scientific work. It
covers managing data in the cloud, and how to program these services;
computing in the cloud, from deploying single virtual machines or containers to
supporting basic interactive science experiments to gathering clusters of
machines to do data analytics; using the cloud as a platform for automating
analysis procedures, machine learning, and analyzing streaming data; building
your own cloud with open source software; and cloud security. The book is
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accompanied by a website, Cloud4SciEng.org, that provides a variety of
supplementary material, including exercises, lecture slides, and other resources
helpful to readers and instructors.
Because it makes the distribution and transmission of digital information much
easier and more cost effective, multimedia has emerged as a top resource in the
modern era. In spite of the opportunities that multimedia creates for businesses
and companies, information sharing remains vulnerable to cyber attacks and
hacking due to the open channels in which this data is being transmitted.
Protecting the authenticity and confidentiality of information is a top priority for all
professional fields that currently use multimedia practices for distributing digital
data. The Handbook of Research on Multimedia Cyber Security provides
emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of current
security practices and techniques within multimedia information and assessing
modern challenges. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as
cryptographic protocols, feature extraction, and chaotic systems, this book is
ideally designed for scientists, researchers, developers, security analysts,
network administrators, scholars, IT professionals, educators, and students
seeking current research on developing strategies in multimedia security.
Master the art of container management utilizing the power of Kubernetes. About
This Book This practical guide demystifies Kubernetes and ensures that your
clusters are always available, scalable, and up to date Discover new features
such as autoscaling, rolling updates, resource quotas, and cluster size Master
the skills of designing and deploying large clusters on various cloud platforms
Who This Book Is For The book is for system administrators and developers who
have intermediate level of knowledge with Kubernetes and are now waiting to
master its advanced features. You should also have basic networking knowledge.
This advanced-level book provides a pathway to master Kubernetes. What You
Will Learn Architect a robust Kubernetes cluster for long-time operation Discover
the advantages of running Kubernetes on GCE, AWS, Azure, and bare metal
See the identity model of Kubernetes and options for cluster federation Monitor
and troubleshoot Kubernetes clusters and run a highly available Kubernetes
Create and configure custom Kubernetes resources and use third-party
resources in your automation workflows Discover the art of running complex
stateful applications in your container environment Deliver applications as
standard packages In Detail Kubernetes is an open source system to automate
the deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications. If you
are running more than just a few containers or want automated management of
your containers, you need Kubernetes. This book mainly focuses on the
advanced management of Kubernetes clusters. It covers problems that arise
when you start using container orchestration in production. We start by giving you
an overview of the guiding principles in Kubernetes design and show you the
best practises in the fields of security, high availability, and cluster federation.
You will discover how to run complex stateful microservices on Kubernetes
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including advanced features as horizontal pod autoscaling, rolling updates,
resource quotas, and persistent storage back ends. Using real-world use cases,
we explain the options for network configuration and provides guidelines on how
to set up, operate, and troubleshoot various Kubernetes networking plugins.
Finally, we cover custom resource development and utilization in automation and
maintenance workflows. By the end of this book, you'll know everything you need
to know to go from intermediate to advanced level. Style and approach Delving
into the design of the Kubernetes platform, the reader will be exposed to the
advanced features and best practices of Kubernetes. This book will be an
advanced level book which will provide a pathway to master Kubernetes
A concise, fast-paced guide to orchestrating and deploying scalable services with
Docker About This Book Explore the new features added to the core Docker
Engine to make multi-container orchestration easy Leverage tools such as
Docker Machine, Swarm, Compose, and third-party tools such as Kubernetes,
Mesosphere, and CoreOS to orchestrate containers Use Docker Compose with
Swarm and apply rolling updates for zero downtime deployments Who This Book
Is For This book is aimed at Sysadmins and DevOps engineers who know what
Docker does and are now looking to manage multiple containers on multiple
hosts using the orchestration feature. What You Will Learn Build scalable,
reliable services with Docker See how to manage a service in Docker using
Docker Swarm, Kubernetes, and Mesosphere Discover simpler orchestration
tools such as CoreOS/Fleet and Rancher Cattle Understand cluster-wide logging,
system monitoring, and troubleshooting Build, test, and deploy containers using
Continuous Integration Deploy cluster hosts on cloud services and automate your
infrastructure In Detail Docker orchestration is what you need when transitioning
from deploying containers individually on a single host to deploying complex multicontainer apps on many machines. This book covers the new orchestration
features of Docker 1.12 and helps you efficiently build, test, and deploy your
application using Docker. You will be shown how to build multi-container
applications using Docker Compose. You will also be introduced to the building
blocks for multi-host Docker clusters such as registry, overlay networks, and
shared storage using practical examples. This book gives an overview of core
tools such as Docker Machine, Swarm, and Compose which will enhance your
orchestration skills. You'll learn how to set up a swarm using the decentralized
building block. Next, you'll be shown how to make the most out of the in-built
orchestration feature of Docker engine and you'll use third-party tools such as
Kubernetes, Mesosphere, and CoreOS to orchestrate your existing process.
Finally, you will learn to deploy cluster hosts on cloud services and automate
your infrastructure. Style and approach This comprehensive guide will take you
through the orchestration feature of Docker. Using practical examples, you will
discover various tools that can be used to manage multiple containers with ease.
Today, software engineers need to know not only how to program effectively but
also how to develop proper engineering practices to make their codebase
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sustainable and healthy. This book emphasizes this difference between
programming and software engineering. How can software engineers manage a
living codebase that evolves and responds to changing requirements and
demands over the length of its life? Based on their experience at Google,
software engineers Titus Winters and Hyrum Wright, along with technical writer
Tom Manshreck, present a candid and insightful look at how some of the world’s
leading practitioners construct and maintain software. This book covers Google’s
unique engineering culture, processes, and tools and how these aspects
contribute to the effectiveness of an engineering organization. You’ll explore
three fundamental principles that software organizations should keep in mind
when designing, architecting, writing, and maintaining code: How time affects the
sustainability of software and how to make your code resilient over time How
scale affects the viability of software practices within an engineering organization
What trade-offs a typical engineer needs to make when evaluating design and
development decisions
A practical, comprehensive, and user-friendly approach to building microservices in
Spring About This Book Update existing applications to integrate reactive streams
released as a part of Spring 5.0 Learn how to use Docker and Mesos to push the
boundaries and build successful microservices Upgrade the capability model to
implement scalable microservices Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for Spring
developers who want to build cloud-ready, Internet-scale applications, and simple
RESTful services to meet modern business demands. What You Will Learn Familiarize
yourself with the microservices architecture and its benefits Find out how to avoid
common challenges and pitfalls while developing microservices Use Spring Boot and
Spring Cloud to develop microservices Handle logging and monitoring microservices
Leverage Reactive Programming in Spring 5.0 to build modern cloud native
applications Manage internet-scale microservices using Docker, Mesos, and Marathon
Gain insights into the latest inclusion of Reactive Streams in Spring and make
applications more resilient and scalable In Detail The Spring Framework is an
application framework and inversion of the control container for the Java platform. The
framework's core features can be used by any Java application, but there are
extensions to build web applications on top of the Java EE platform. This book will help
you implement the microservice architecture in Spring Framework, Spring Boot, and
Spring Cloud. Written to the latest specifications of Spring that focuses on Reactive
Programming, you'll be able to build modern, internet-scale Java applications in no
time. The book starts off with guidelines to implement responsive microservices at
scale. Next, you will understand how Spring Boot is used to deploy serverless
autonomous services by removing the need to have a heavyweight application server.
Later, you'll learn how to go further by deploying your microservices to Docker and
managing them with Mesos. By the end of the book, you will have gained more clarity
on the implementation of microservices using Spring Framework and will be able to use
them in internet-scale deployments through real-world examples. Style and approach
The book takes a step-by-step approach on developing microservices using Spring
Framework, Spring Boot, and a set of Spring Cloud components that will help you scale
your applications.
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